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Abstract: This paper intends to present a large-scale dataset for Arabic morphology from a cognitive
point of view considering the uniqueness of the root–pattern phenomenon. The center of attention
is focused on studying this singularity in terms of estimating associative relationships between
roots as a higher level of abstraction for words meaning, and all their potential occurrences with
multiple morpho-phonetic patterns. A major advantage of this approach resides in providing a novel
balanced large-scale language resource, which can be viewed as an instantiated global root–pattern
network consisting of roots, patterns, stems, and particles, estimated statistically for studying the
morpho-phonetic level of cognition of Arabic. In this context, this paper asserts that balanced
root-distribution is an additional significant key criterion for evaluating topic coverage in an Arabic
corpus. Furthermore, some additional novel probabilistic morpho-phonetic measures and their
distribution have been estimated in the form of root and pattern entropies besides bi-directional
conditional probabilities of bi-grams of stems, roots, and particles. Around 29.2 million webpages of
ClueWeb were extracted, filtered from non-Arabic texts, and converted into a large textual dataset
containing around 11.5 billion word forms and 9.3 million associative relationships. As this dataset
is predominantly considering the root–pattern phenomenon in Semitic languages, the acquired
data might be significant support for researchers interested in studying phenomena of Arabic such
as visual word cognition, morpho-phonetic perception, morphological analysis, and cognitively
motivated query expansion, spell-checking, and information retrieval. Furthermore, based on data
distribution and frequencies, constructing balanced corpora will be easier.
Keywords: cognitive linguistics; Arabic morphology; corpus linguistics; associative root–pattern
network; bi-gram analysis

1. Introduction and Motivation
Language modeling based on text corpora is of essential importance for natural language
processing (NLP) and corpus linguistics. Since such corpora provide researches with resources for
performing different computational tasks in many fields of informatics and computational linguistics,
such as machine learning and text mining, cognitive info communications [1], information retrieval,
and others.
On the other hand, despite the importance of this fact for Arabic as a key language1 , it still lacks
sufficient resources in this field, particularly in corpora devoted to cognitive aspects, compared to

1

Arabic is an official language of 27 states, the third most prevalent after English and French, spoken by 420 million speakers,
and it is one of six official languages of the United Nations [2].
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other Indo-European languages. Reasons for this shortage might reside in the poor overall awareness
of this field in the Arabic NLP community, besides the fact that building a corpus is costly and
time-consuming [3].
However, in the last few years, there have been many reports on the release of new, free Arabic
corpora. According to the survey conducted by the authors of [4], there are 66 freely available corpora
with different categories, such as raw texts, annotated, speech, scanned and annotated documents,
questions/answers, summaries corpora, and lexicons. The LDC (Linguistic Data Consortium) catalog
shows the availability of 116 corpora, and the ELDA (Evaluations and Language Resources Distribution
Agency) provides 80 corpora of various types. For comparison, there is even in an earlier study [5],
a report of 19 Arabic corpora ranging in size from 1–3 billion words. In spite of that, Arabic is
still poor in resources in terms of quality and availability [6,7]. By contrast to the current available
corpora, our approach emerges from a different perspective of building the APRoPAT2 Corpus in the
following senses:

•
•

Statistical language modeling requires a large-scale corpus to statistically consider the implicit,
inherent differences in a language.
The cognitive aspects and abstraction of a language should be as accurate as possible. The present
research concerned with cognitive word identification and recognition for Semitic languages
is steadily providing evidence of being root–pattern-based during visual and textual word
processing [8,9].

For considering the first aspect we have adopted a strategy to rely on a big data web collection
gathered by ClueWeb09 within the Lemur Project at Carnegie Mellon University3 . Moreover,
the ClueWeb datasets are used by several tracks of the TREC conferences and were created to support
research on information retrieval and related human language technologies.
The cognitive aspect has been considered by adopting the cognitive and modular aspects of the
APRoPAT Language Model for Arabic [10,11] (see Figure 1). In this context, the focus has been on
statistically studying the singularity of the root–pattern phenomenon. A key benefit of this approach
resides in providing researchers with a novel large-scale language resource, which can be considered
a global associative network considering roots, patterns, stems, and particles estimated statistically.
We believe such resources are statistically still neglected in Arabic natural language processing (Arabic
NLP) research for investigating the morpho-phonetic level of cognition for Arabic as an abstract level
in terms of word cognition and perception 4 .
To the best of our knowledge, most Arabic corpora techniques rely on approaches dealing with
linear or concatenative morphology, which is predominantly centered on term frequency, co-occurrence,
and part of speech (POS) tagging on the word level of analysis. Our adopted approach is based on
a higher level of abstraction, in the sense that associative relationships between abstract representations of
words in the form of roots, patterns, stems, and particles are investigated rather than counting direct
term co-occurrences. More specifically:

•

2
3
4

The cognitive and statistical dimension of the non-linearity of the Arabic morphology has
been considered in the form of handling a phonetic pattern as a statistical variable and not
relying only on the co-occurrence of its instantiated word forms. For example, a root might be

Stands for “Arabic Associative Probabilistic RooT PATtern Model.”
http://www.lemurproject.org/lemur.php
In cognitive science, the human language can be divided into different linguistic levels or strata, such as phonology,
morphology, syntax, and semantics. For example, the Cognitive Grammar Theory relies merely on two levels, namely
phonology and semantics. A grammar is, in this context, meaningful and does not represent an autonomous level, and lexicon
and grammar form a continuum consisting in assemblies of such structures [12,13]. Construction-grammar-based theories
recognize constructions mediating the two levels (phonetic and semantic), such as morphology and syntax [12]. Arabic and
Semitic word cognition seems to handle the constructions in a unique way. Phonology and morphology of Arabic words are
non-concatenative or, more precisely, are predominantly non-linear [8,9]
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incorporated with a large number of patterns delivering multiple word syntactical forms with
different meanings. This analysis is rather intended to provide researchers with basic and initial
predictive values based on the association between a root and a pattern.
A term is considered as an applicative function instantiating a pattern for some root [11] unless it
is not derivable; i.e., if it cannot be reduced to a known root.
Operating on root–pattern, root–root, root–stem, root–particle, and pattern–pattern associative
probabilistic relationships represent a higher level of abstraction than computing co-occurrences
of their instances. For example, root–root co-occurrence as an abstract associative relationship
implies multiple term–term co-occurrences5 .

Figure 1. Levels of Abstraction in the APRoPAT Model in Context Bi-Directional Root-Patten
Associative Relationships: Root and Root-Textual-Contextual Associative Relationships Levels [10].

1.1. A Preliminary Note on Non-Linear and Cognitive Aspects of the Arabic Morphology
The phonology and morphology of Arabic words are predominantly non-linear; i.e.,
non-concatenative. The recent research concerned with cognitive linguistics of Semitic languages
shows that Arabic has a strong root–pattern relationships. This topic is still problematic in the Arabic
computational community.
According to [10,15], a word form consists of the following aspects:

5

In the APRoPAT Model, such relations are defined as binary associative relationships on the morpho-phonetic level of
cognition. The degree of association is associated with some COgnitive Degree of Association Strength Function; i.e.,
CODAS(X , Y , where Y and Y can be a ROOT, PATTERN, STEM, or a PARTICLE [14].
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A root level, which mostly consists of three consonants symbolizing the highest preeminent
semantic abstraction and is unmodifiable. An associative set of roots conveys an abstract semantic
description without clear phonetic information.
A templatic pattern in the form of consonant–vowel arrangement picturing the morpho-phonetic
structure of a word form completing possible phonetic, syntactic, and semantic information6 .
An associative root–pattern relationship. A templatic pattern can be perceived by establishing the
most plausible associative relationship between a pattern and a root relying on a bi-directional
cognitive process. (see Figure 2)

Figure 2. A sample of a bi-directional associative root–pattern network and a possible word network
 Ó, mustašfā, Hospital),
instantiation. The pattern mustaC1 C2 C3 might sound acoustically like the word ( ù® 
but it is cognitively imperceptible without an instantiation with a root such as ñ® , šfw, Healing.
The strength of association is depicted according to a value within the unit interval, which can
be estimated and locally computed. This presentation is concerned with the estimation of such
prior values.

The non-linearity of the Arabic morphology is the principal aspect behind the difference between
Indo-European and Semitic languages.
For example, the grade of association between the root ©ð, wd. , , Setting and the pattern /maC1 C2 wC3 /
(see Appendix A, Adopted Transliteration) as a canonical template describing the morpho-phenetic
structure of a word integrating phonetic, syntactic, and semantic information is estimated in the form of
different values. Examples include as follows:

6

In the statistical analysis of each pattern, syntactical suffixes are also considered to form multiple phonetic patterns conveying
additional syntactical information at the end of a pattern.
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The degree of association for the pattern /muC1 C2 ūC3 / considering the root /wd. , /, setting is
estimated by

•

P((/maC1 C2 ūC3 /) | (/ ©ð, wd. , /, setting)) ≈ 0.618375.
The degree of association for the root / ©ð, wd. , /, setting considering the pattern /maC1 C2 ūC3 / is
estimated by

•

P((/ ©ð, wd. , /, setting) | (/maC1C C2 ūC3 /)) ≈ 0.393711.
A bi-directional associative relationship between a root and a pattern can be interpreted as a
forward rule R → P and a backward rule R ← P with a root-predictive value and a pattern-predictive
value as possible initial values.
The above example stresses that there is actually a conceptual difference between using an instance
and operating with terms on their abstraction level as variables. An instantiated form of the pattern
hmaC1 C2 ūC3 , ma f , ūl i in the context of the root h ©ð, wd. , , settingi such as h ¨ññÓ , mawd. ū, , Subjecti might
have different co-occurrence values when operating in their abstract form. The concept of interpreting
bi-directional grades of association between root and pattern as predictive and root-predictive values
has been successfully employed in the detection and correction of non-words and spelling errors—in
particular, to detect cognitive spelling errors [16]. For example, the estimated values in Table 1 support
the view that humans would not construct a word based on the root h ÕÎ , slm, being safei and the
pattern h Èñª®Ó , maC1 C2 ūC3 i. However, it is conceivable to construct a word using another root such
as h ÕÎ«, ‘lm , knowingi. Analogously, we can construct word vectors based on this morpho-phonetic
characteristic of Arabic and Semitic languages.
Table 1. Sample of estimated bi-directional grades for associative root–pattern relationships.
Root occurrences and and their predictive values as a degree of association are represented.
h
ROOT

Root-Occ

éÊª®JÓ, mustaC C aC h − uN i
1 2
3

h

É« A¯, C1 āC2 iC3 , i

h

Èñª®Ó, maC1 C2 ūC3 u i

R→ P

R← P

R→ P

R← P

R→ P

R← P

0.00228212

0.2650689

0.0000116728

0.0038521

0.000578

0.00008432

h

ÉÔ«, ‘ml , Working i

39485264

h

ÕÎ«, ‘lm , Knowing i

85620930

0.00000691

0.00067412

0.0192878

0.0694434

0.0012404

0.01846788

h

PX, drs , Learning i

18789183

0.000000001

0.000000001

0.00962323

0.0003241

0.00149652

0.00027534

60361866

0.0000018767

0.02654881

0.00049551695

0.0050278676

0.00005864

0.000008413

61034613

0.0000002227

0.000399877

0.00000097145

0.0004955169

0.0027966

0.00241713


hI
. J», ktb , Working i

49405697

0.00000003237

0.000004704

0.0000024709

0.00102028

0.030609488

0.02141586

h ÕÎ, slm , Working i

67039191

0.0000078228

0.015421753

0.000000180

0.000101108

0.000000001

0.000000001


h ÉJ¯, qyl , Working i
h

©Ôg., ǧm‘ , Gathering i

1.2. Scope of the Presentation
This paper is primarily concerned with the process of creating the APRoPAT Corpus and
presenting some quantitative features of a large-scale web dataset and their importance in the context of
providing researchers with basic statistical data concerned with studying the root–pattern phenomena
in Arabic and semitic languages. Non-derivative word forms analysis will not therefore be a major
part of this presentation. Furthermore, this presentation is not intended to present linguistic or lexical
definitions or the steps involved in the morphological analysis used by employing the morphological
analyzer Petra-Morph or other stemmers. Details of the potential application and technical complexity
of the involved resources and the APRoPAT Language Model as a cognitive model are beyond the
scope of this paper. Details can be found in [10,14,17].
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The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. An overview of the processes involved
in constructing the corpus will be discussed. In particular, web dataset pre-processing, initial bi-gram
indexing, arabic text filtering, and root–pattern statistics. Finally an overview of quantitative features
of the corpus and distribution will be introduced with a concluding outlook and discussion.
2. Related Work
Corpus-based language modeling opens new potential approaches to studying different
phenomena of a language. It is not sufficient to calculate the frequency of some linguistic features.
More complicated purpose-driven analysis are expected to be performed (e.g., the investigation of
word usage such as corpus pattern analysis, co-occurrence analysis, ranking aspects, and others).
In this paper, associative relationships between linguistic constituents, such as roots and patterns in
Semitic languages and consequently the cognitive aspects or priming effects, are investigated [18].
In general, such deep search is focused on discovering implicitly inherited linguistic or data patterns
by investigating reduplication and repetition at different levels in light of the functional descriptions of a
language [19,20].
In this context, our approach attempts therefore to investigate certain qualitative and quantitative
features of Arabic on the morpho-phonetic level of word recognition based on large-scale web text
datasets such as ClueWeb.
In spite of the fact that processes of analyzing and building a corpus are similar in many
aspects [19,21], our initial goal at this stage of research is directed toward exploring and concretizing a
corpus-based cognitive language model for Arabic, i.e., the APRoPAT-Model, and possibly for other
Semitic languages by estimating the involved associative relationships by conditional probabilities in
the form of bi-gram analysis on an abstract level of the non-linearity of Arabic morphology. Another
aim is to refine the obtained values toward future data mining and information retrieval tasks such as
query expansion based on predicting phonetic query vectors [17,18].
Furthermore, as the concept of modeling of Arabic morphology is based on abstract associative
entities of the mental lexicon in the form of an associative bidirectional probabilistic network between
roots, patterns and particles, to the best of our knowledge, there have been no reports directly connected
to this research except for [10,17] and other related work.
Furthermore, in light of the current status of corpus-based computational linguistic research and the
availability of multipurpose comprehensive Arabic corpora, we decided to create and analyze our own
corpus to facilitate and promote the potential applications related to the APRoPAT Language Model.
On the other hand, we believe that the resulting APRoPAT Corpus is useful in different ways,
as it considers, besides the traditional corpora features, ( e.g., a cleaned, large text collection, annotation,
and n-gram frequencies), novel associative relationships at the morpho-phonetic level of cognition [17].
These relationships are estimated by bi-directional prior conditional probabilities for roots, patterns,
root–pattern relationships, stems, and root–particle relationships, forming an associative probabilistic
network acting as an abstract model for word recognition.
In addition, proceeding from a large-scale dataset such as ClueWeb097 , a standard textual
collection for our research, would support the assumption that resulted features are comprehensive
and representative. Datasets containing a huge collection of raw webpages provide researchers with
a representative alternative to creating big data corpora rather than relying merely on n-gram web
corpora [22]. Following the Zipf law8 for word distribution in human languages, we find that few
words are used frequently and that many or most words are used rarely. As is the case for all language

7
8

Clueweb 12 was released during the production of this manuscript. Unfortunately it contains a very small collection of
Arabic webpages: http://www.lemurproject.org/clueweb12.php/.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Kingsley_Zipf.
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constituents and phenomena, the more text available in a corpus, the more language phenomena can be
determined.
In the context of scale, we found reports on building a 70-billion-word corpus for English from
ClueWeb [23] as well as a similarly large corpus for Chinese [22] and a smaller one for Arabic [24,25].
However, in the sense of the used techniques, our approach consists in employing similar basic
languages resources (a morphological analyzer, a POS tagger, and other special tools and algorithms).
The NEMLAR project involved the BLARK (Basic Language Resource Kit [26,27] Arabic Treebank,
the KSUCCA Corpus [28], and others. As mentioned earlier, more details about these corpora can
be found in [4,5]. Furthermore, some additional probabilistic morpho-phonetic measures and their
distribution have been estimated in the form of root and pattern entropies, besides bi-directional
conditional probabilities, such as the conditional entropy of roots given a specific pattern for illustrating
the entropy of the conditional distribution in the dataset. These values reflect the disorder or the impurity
for classifying roots under observation different patterns and vice versa. We believe these widely negated
probabilistic values are useful in resolving different types of ambiguities occurring in Arabic NLP.
3. Building APRoPAT Corpus
As stated before, we decided to use the Arabic subset of ClueWeb09 as the source for the corpus
data to simplify the process of collecting webpages as a departure resource for creating the corpus.
Furthermore, the existence of free and robust crawlers, particularly for crawling very large-scale
webpages, is actually rare [24].
ClueWeb099 is a collection of ca. 1 billion webpages in 10 languages collected by Carnegie
Mellon University within the Lemur Project. The dataset is used by several tracks of the TREC
conferences and was created to support research on information retrieval and related human language
technologies. For building the APRoPAT Corpus, we used the Arabic subset, which contains ca.
29.2 million webpages.
The process for constructing the corpus included different steps. However, the focus was on the
part concerned with statistical analysis for estimating bi-directional conditional probabilities involved
in the APRoPAT Language Model. At this step roots, patterns, stems, and particles are involved. Special
and deep morphological pre-processing is required before considering any n-gram analysis. However,
for generality purposes and computational issues, uni- and bi-gram analysis were considered as well.
The procedure of creating the corpus includes the following processes in a simplified form
(see also Figure 3):

•
•
•

•
•

•

Extraction. HTML file extraction from compressed WARC archives, provided by ClubWeb.
HTML File-Parsing. Converting HTML files into plain text files.
Bi-Gram Analysis and Initial Indexing: Establishing a vector space of all distinct terms of
the parsed text with frequencies of each term. In addition, this step includes generating a
two-dimensional matrix from the vector space with frequencies of every two consecutive terms
as a basic feature.
Filtering. Removing all non-Arabic terms that might still be remaining (e.g., Persian words).
The Arabic subset of ClueWeb is actually not clean.
Morphological Analysis and POS Tagging. Analyzing all corpus terms considering all
possible roots, stems, patterns, and parts of speech tagging. At this step, Petra-Morph was
predominantly utilized.
Core APRoPAT Statistical Analysis, which includes the following:



9

Computing Basic Quantitative Features.

http://lemurproject.org/clueweb09.php/.
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Bi-Directional Root–Pattern Analysis.
Bi-Directional Root–Root Analysis.
Bi-Directional Root–Stem Analysis.
Pattern–Pattern Analysis.
Particle Tagging. Specifying the involved particles dataset.
Bi-Directional Root–Particle Analysis. Computing root–particle probabilities.
Computing Bi-Directional Specific Entropies.

Figure 3. Processes involved in constructing APRoPAT corpus.

3.1. Web Dataset Pre-Processing
The Arabic ClueWeb dataset is organized in web archives forming around 29.2 million webpages.
It contains 975 WARC files, 240 GB of which are compressed and 1 TB of which are uncompressed.
Each WARC file contains on average about 30, 000 webpages. To extract the contained text files from
such a large-scale compressed web collection, an efficient algorithm was required to process them in a
reasonable time.
On the other hand, we had to cope with this problem using the available computer system as
single serve, (see Appendix B).
To extract the HTML files from the WARC archive files, a modified and optimized version of the
Java code provided by ClueWeb10 was utilized11 . Furthermore, the extracted HTML files needed
to be converted to plain text files. This step was performed by HTML parsing12 . At this phase,
the HTML DOM (document object model) was traversed and, for each DOM’s element, the plain text
was extracted while all tags and HTML formatting were removed. At this step, the 975 WARC files
were converted into 975 text files and stored, comprising 180 GB.

10
11
12

http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/clueweb09/wiki/tiki-index.php?page=Working+with+WARC+Files.
As reading and writing to a hard disk is a slow process, the code was changed so that only the HTML file in memory was
extracted and then parsed, and the extracted text result was then saved to disk
Jsoup HTML Parser, written in Java, was used, as it allowed us to process the HTML file while in memory without the need
to call another program or to save it to hard disk
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3.2. Initial N-Gram Indexing and Non-Arabic Text Filtering
The main goal of this process was to create a unique 2D vector space of all words in the extracted text
files from the ClueWeb Dataset. The obtained results are important to reduce the amount of involved
data for further statistical analysis, besides its value in creating a big dataset of conditional probabilities
for each two terms for future work.
Before starting any n-gram analysis, we needed to go through all the Arabic words in the dataset
to be indexed. The main concern at this step was the performance, so writing an efficient algorithm was
required to finish looping through the text files within a reasonable time.
Basically, the implemented code uses two large arrays that are static and stored in memory to
increase the performance; one is used to store a one-word distinct list, while the second is for a two-word
distinct list. Both arrays use the dictionary class in C#. The uni-gram dictionary uses the words
themselves as the dictionary key and uses the frequency as the dictionary value.
These pre-processing steps were important to deal with the large amount of data under the used
computing system.
Non-Arabic words, in particular Persian, were still present in the resulting 2D vector space,
which was resolved using the free available list of Persian words collected from Wikipedia and some
Persian dictionaries.
An overview of word distribution is summarized in Figure 4, which complies with the
aforementioned Zipf law. Figure 5 shows a balanced root distribution. This fact supports the initial
assumption that Arabic roots represent a higher level of abstraction, capturing basic word meanings.
Moreover, the corpus size seems to be large enough to cover most derivable word and related topics
(for comparison, see Section 5 and Appendix C).

Figure 4. Distribution of word frequencies in log-scale. Following the Zipf law for word distribution
in human languages, we find that few words are used frequently and that most words are used rarely.
The table in the figure shows 9 log-scales: Scale 0 shows that there are 15,462,387 words in the corpus
of 1–10 frequencies. On the other hand, Scale 8 shows that there are only 4 words with very high
frequencies—from 100,000,000 to 1,000,000,000.
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Figure 5. Root distribution in log-scale. Most frequent Arabic roots occur between Scales 3 and 7;
e.g., Scale 5 shows that there are 1562 roots having 100,000 to 1,000,000 frequencies. Around 40%
are frequent roots. The distribution of roots in the corpus is relatively balanced, reflecting that most
derivative words of Arabic are present in the dataset, as around 8065 roots, i.e., most roots in modern
standard Arabic were considered.

4. The APRoPAT Morpho-Phonetic Dataset
As mentioned earlier, the corpus is preliminarily designed to reflect specific aspects of the
APRoPAT Model as a cognitive model for Arabic word recognition and identification. At this stage of
research, we are interested in estimating certain morphological units on the cognitive morph-phonetic
level of word cognition. POS Tagging was partially considered in building the corpus. Roots, patterns,
stems, and particles were considered as basic morpho-phonetic elements at this level. We primarily
utilized the Petra-Morph Analyzer13 . However, to verify the Petra-Morph root–pattern performance,
optimized versions of the Al-Khalil Analyzer14 and a Kholja light-stemmer15 were also employed for
comparison16 .

13

14
15
16

Petra-Morph is a morphological analyzer and POS tagger that is based on the work of Arabic Textware 'morphological
analyzer. Arabic Textware (ATW) developed its morphological analyzer for the purpose of indexing Arabic text in 2001.
It was used in the Addaall search engine [29], the company’s enterprise search product. ATW’s morphology analyzer uses a
finite state approach, utilizing a database of more than 6000 Arabic roots and more than 600 Arabic patterns. It includes lists
of prefixes, affixes, and suffixes and a list of special words. The speed of the morphological analyzer suited the purpose
of fast indexing, analyzing thousands of words per second. When applied to Arabic ClueWeb, its coverage reached 82%.
This percentage of coverage required a University of Petra research team to make modifications to the system by adding
two layers to enhance its coverage and quality of results. The first layer was to normalize the input words, and the second to
modify its stemmer, and to redirect the analyzer to process the new stem. The new product we named Petra-Morph reached
a better percentage of coverage reaching 87%. The last modification under the umbrella of Petra-Morph was to reduce
the number of roots to a list related to Modern Standard Arabic, excluding the abandoned traditional roots. This process
enhanced the quality of the results by reducing the number of possibilities the analyzer generated for each word.
http://sourceforge.net/projects/alkhalildotnet/.
a modified version of http://zeus.cs.pacificu.edu/shereen/ArabicStemmerCode.zip.
While testing the Al-khalil morphological analyzer, we found that it was relatively slow, especially for big data, so we
accelerated the Al-Khalil morphological analyzer in .Net in several steps (using parallel processing and pre-loading).
For Khoja stemmer, we also had to rewrite it in C# to enhance its performance (done by preloading and caching all of the
required files instead of reading them from the disk each time). To compare the coverage of a file of 2.16 GB that contains
stems, and possibly some roots and patterns with an indicator to the source of the analysis for each word (Petra-Morph,
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At this phase, it was expected that many words in the ClueWeb Dataset cannot be morphologically
analyzed. There were multiple reasons for this:

•

•
•
•
•
•

 ; instead o f PñºÓ
 , cognitive errors, e.g., i.J¢ªK, instead o f ½J¢ªK,
Simple orthographic errors, e.g., Pð ð ñºÓ
and run-on errors; e.g., ÈXAªÓC, instead o f ÈXA« ÐC. More details of such error types and how to deal
with them can be found in [16].
Arabized proper names, e.g., àAgQºJk., Genkiskhan.
 , dot net.
Arabized technical terms, e.g., I K HðX
Fictive words (non-words), e.g.,  . QºÓ, éêêêë.
Technical and political abbreviations, e.g., X  @, HD
Dialects, e.g., QK A¢Ë@ úÎ«, Quickly, ø Xð AÓ, Idon0 twant

These types of word occurrences were light-stemmed to be subject to future statistical analysis.
However this aspect lies outside the scope of the present paper.
Tables 2 and 3 summarizes some quantitative features of the root–pattern relationship, stem,
and particle analysis of ClueWeb.
Table 2. Considered root–pattern features in the dataset.
Morpho-Constituent

Size

Comment

Roots

8065

Predominantly based on Petra-Morph and the Alkalil
Database

Patterns

5737

Patterns and all of their syntactical variations based on
Petra-Morph.

Particles

281

Word forms without
Root–Pattern Relation

11,322,272

These Data represent the non-derivative part of the corpus;
i.e., words without a clear root–pattern relationships such as
certain country’s names, proper names, and others. Frequency
distribution shows that this type has a much lower frequency
in the corpus compared to the words that have root–pattern
relationships.

Root–Pattern Statistics
Based on basic frequencies of the APRoPAT Morph dataset; i.e., roots, stems, patterns,
particles, and root–pattern relationships extracted from ClueWeb, initial statistical analysis was
performed to estimate conditional probabilities of the proposed associative root–pattern relationships
in the APRoPAT Model.
Basically, bi-directional binary relations were established between roots, patterns, stems,
and particles, as explained in Section 3.
Generally, each item was treated as a random variable, where add-one smoothing was applied to
estimate all the above-mentioned binary relations. This step is comparable to computing all involved
entities in an associative sub-network [17].
Definition 1 shows the proposed procedure heuristic for estimation of the involved associative
probabilistic relations:

Al-Khalil, or Khoja), the Petra-Morph covered about 25% of the total number of words, while Al-Khalil covered 0.05% more
words, and the Khoja stemmer covered the remaining 70% of the words. We should notice that these percentages do not
reflect necessarily the actual representation of these words in the Clueweb09 database, so these words might only have
stems and non-words and might have much lower frequencies in the Clueweb database compared to the words that have
roots and patterns.
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Definition 1. Let M be the set of all variables involved in the APRoPAT morpho-phonetic dataset involved types:
M = {ROOT, PATTERN, STEM, PARTICLE} and X , Y ∈ M, then the values of a probabilistic associative
relationship are estimated by
| P(X ∩ Y )| + 1
P(X | Y ) ≈
(1)
| P(Y )| + YV
where YV is the vocabulary o f the variable Y ∈ M, ∀ xi and y j ∈ X and Y , respectively.
and
| P(X ∩ Y )| + 1
P(Y | X ) ≈
| P(X )| + XV

(2)

where XV is the vocabulary o f the variable X ∈ M, ∀ xi and y j ∈ X and Y , respectively.
The resulting relations are summarized in Table 4.
Table 3. The overall considered size.
Quantitative Feature

Size

Comment

Document (webpages)

29,192,662

975 text files (180 GB) for each, with 30,000 webpages.
ClueWeb 975 WARC in 240 GB compressed files and in
1 TB uncompressed

Word-Forms
Vocabulary
Persian Bigrams Word Forms

11,437,025,140
18,482,719
122,516,474

Persian Bigram Types

10,739,392

Roots

8065

Distinct words types stored in one 398 MB file.
Total frequency of Persian bigrams. ClueWeb is not
clean; it contains multiple Persian and Urdu word
forms.
These data were excluded from the Arabic vocabulary.
It has a relatively small ratio; approx. 2% of the unique
Arabic bi-grams and around 8% of the total count of
the bi-gram analysis. However, it constitutes a large
portion of the vocabulary
The large number of roots represents how many
abstract concepts there are in the corpus. Furthermore,
the concepts seems to be nearly balanced and normally
distributed (see also Figure 5). Around 40% of
the Arabic roots were very frequent. However, the
occurrence of stems and non-derivative word forms
have not been considered in this analysis, as the focus
of the presentation was set on computing associative
root–pattern relationships.

Table 4. Associative relationships in the APRoPAT morpho-phonetic dataset.
Morpho-Associative Feature

Size

Bi-Directional Pattern–Pattern

1,152,310

Bi-Directional Root–Pattern

6,992,022

Bi-Directional Root–Root

149,870

Bi-Directional Root–Particle

513,538

Bi-Directional Root–Stem

503,506

Furthermore, the term-specific ROOT and PATTERN entropy has also been considered, as a novel
measure to capture the entropy of a specific root or pattern occurring bi-directionally with multiple
patterns or roots, respectively.
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Definition 2. Let ROOT and PATTERN be the sets of all involved roots and patterns in the APRoPAT
morpho-phonetic dataset17 , then the specific ROOT Entropy for some pattern Pt j is estimated by
H (ROOT | PATTERN = Pt j ) , − ∑i=1 P(ri | PATTERN = pt j )logP(ri | PATTERN = Pt j )

∀ ri ∈ ROOT f or some Pt j ∈ PATTERN

(3)

and the specific PATTERN entropy for the root r j is estimated by
H (PATTERN | ROOT = r j ) , − ∑i=1 P(Pti | ROOT = r j )logP(Pti | ROOT = r j )

∀ Pti ∈ PATTERN f or some r j ∈ ROOT

(4)

Similarly, the other possible specific entropies have been computed.
5. Corpus Size and Distribution
To attain an overview of the main characteristics of the APRoPAT Corpus, Tables 2 and 3
summarize some quantitative features. It shows that the resulted corpus is of large-scale containing ca.
11.5 billion word forms with ca. 18.5 million distinct ClueWeb types.
An overview of word distribution is summarized in Appendix C. Figure 4 shows word
distribution, which complies with the aforementioned Zipf law. On the other hand, Figure 5 shows
a balanced root distribution supporting the initial assumption that the corpus covers balanced semantic
aspects and the basic concept of APRoPAT as a cognitive model [10,17].
6. Outlook and Conclusions
In this paper, the process of constructing a large-scale corpus was described. Around 29.2 million
webpages from ClueWeb were extracted, filtered, and converted into a large-text corpus containing
around 11.5 billion word forms and estimating around 9.3 million instances of morpho-associative
relationships in the form of prior conditional priorities.
Different language resources and tools were also created, modified, and employed to deal with
large-scale computing. We believe that such resources provide researchers with balanced large-scale
text corpora containing implicitly different functional descriptions of Arabic over the web as a dynamic
platform for collecting qualitative features of a living language such as Arabic. This work also proposes
considering root distribution as an key evaluation criteria for measuring topic coverage of a corpus in
the context of Arabic.
Furthermore, as a considerable part of the dataset can be represented as a semantic network
capturing bi-directional associative relationships on the morpho-phonetic level of word cognition,
the dataset is ideally suited to study the cognitive aspects related to root–pattern phenomena of
Arabic. Creating corpora for Arabic on a large scale is nearly missing in the current state of research,
particularly those considering the cognitive aspect of word organization in the mental lexicon.
On the other hand, the availability of such resources paves the way for multiple potential
applications for studying Semitic languages from different points of view. This aspect has already
been successfully employed in developing a cognitively motivated non-word detection and correction
system and in improving precision and ranking of morphological analysis. Currently, it is intended
to consider the results of developing a query expansion model based on an associative root–pattern
network. Furthermore, the resulting balanced associative semantic network provides a crucial resource
for developing a probabilistic word network.

17

In terms of the APRoPAT model, these represent cognitive variables on morpho-phonetic level of cognition.
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Appendix A Adopted Transliteration
In this paper, transcription of Arabic letters is based on DIN and [30]. Long vowels are represented through
the letters (ā), (ı̄), and ū, while short vowels are as follows: f ath. a, a, kasrah, i, and d. ammah, u.
•
•

A root ri ∈ ROOT, the set of all roots is depicted as three arguments (Arabic, Latin Transliteration,
and Abstract Meaning), e.g., the root instance h I.J», ktb, Writingi.
A pattern pt j ∈ PATTERN, the set of all patterns, is also depicted as two arguments: hLatin transliteration and
root radical non-linear template positionsi, whereas C1 , C2 , and C3 represent root radical variables such as
in /ma f ‘ūl/, maC1 C2 ūC3 ; i.e., f = C1 , 0 = C2 , and l = C3 .

Appendix B Performance and Running Time
As stated before, the main concern of creating such a large-scale corpus was the performance and the running
time. The data was tested and created on a single server: a Quad-core CPU, 3.3 GHZ, 16 GB Memory, 2500 Hard
Drive under Linux Ubuntu 12.0, 64-bit. We have adopted the following strategies for enhancing the performance:

•
•

•
•

Reducing reading and/writing from the hard disk and relying on memory as much as possible.
Avoiding excessive processing on the word level as much as possible, and postponing it until the unique 2D
vector space for each associative relation was created during bi-gram analysis as these 2D vectors contain
much less data to process.
Taking advantage of the ability of the CPU to execute instructions in parallel as much as possible.
Implementing efficient data structures such as hash tables to hold the words and their frequencies.

The first phases of the projects (dataset pre-processing, in particular HTML file extraction and parsing,
initial bi-gram texting, and non-Arabic text filtering) were very complex and contained substantial amount of
data, so they required long running times to be performed. However, the remaining steps were also huge and
complex enough, so that some resources were modified and even rewritten to make them capable of large-scale
computing, such as parallel processing and pre-loading. Technical details are beyond the scope of this paper.
Appendix Table A1 shows running times of some of the phases with comments on the amount of the involved
data and their storage size.
Table A1. Process running time and results.
Process

Running Time

Input Data

Output Data

HTML files Extraction and Parsing

∼ 4 days

975 WARC files (240 GB compressed, 1 TB
uncompressed)

975 text files (180 GB)

Initial Indexing

∼ 2 days

975 text files (180 GB)

39 index files (26.5 GB)

∼6h

1 unigram list file (408 MB), and 15
Petra-Morph Database Files (7.98 GB)

1 Morph Database File (2.16
GB)

1 unigram list file (408 MB), and 1 Morph
Database File (2.16 GB), and 1 Particles
List File

5 Frequencies Files (364
MB)

Morphological Analysis
Uni-gram Frequencies

∼3h

Statistical Probabilities

∼ 45 min

11 Frequencies Files 401.8 MB

8 probabilities files 420 MB

APRoPAT Text Dataset Indexing

5 days

975 WARC files (240 GB compressed, 1 TB
uncompressed)

44 index files (89.5 GB), and
1 main index file (438 MB)
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Appendix C Dataset Distribution
The following figures show different associative relations and their distribution in the dataset depicted in
log-scale:
•
•
•

Root–Pattern Distribution in Dataset; Figure A1
Pattern Distribution in Dataset; Figure A2
Pattern-Pattern in Dataset; Figure A3

Figure A1. Root–pattern distribution in log-scale reflecting that the majority of Arabic word forms
are derivative.

Figure A2. Pattern distribution in log-scale in the corpus reflecting their importance in Arabic.
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Figure A3. Pattern–pattern distribution in log-scale reflecting the co-occurrence of word forms on
variable levels.
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